
The Spider Or The Potter
Last week saw yet another delay in the Spider-Man musical
opening.  Not only another delay but a new creative team was
brought in to take control of the astronomical catastrophy
(ok… I had to leave that… I honestly thought it was a -y and
not catastrophe… this coming from someone who misspelled p-a-
j-a-m-a-s in the 6th grade spelling bee � ).  Nine years in
the making and in previews for months!  I’ll say it again…
sometimes it is best to leave things in the mediums they were
meant to be.  Comic books, cartoons, live action television
(remember that?), movies… live theatre (?).  By the time this
mess  is  ever  (IF  ever)  straightened  out,  it  might  be
Spectacular to look at but will it mean anything beyond the
$65 million dollar+ price tag?  In any case, opening night has
been pushed back to sometime in the next decade (or is it this
summer).

In other theatre news, Daniel Radcliffe is in previews for his
singing and dancing debut in the 50th anniversary revival of
the Frank Loesser classic, How to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying.  The show itself may be extremely dated but I
was fortunate enough to see the last Broadway revival in the
mid 1990s.  It was a fun show that I could see being done in
community theatres in my neck of the woods.  Perhaps by the
time the rights become available again, these theatres will
not be so turned off from staging musicals more than once
every two years or so �

Why would a 21 year old straight from completing one of the
most lucrative film franchises in history, choose such an
undertaking?  As I understand it, the former boy wizard wanted
a real challenge.  No dance experience, little vocal training,
so maybe it was the name (KIDDING… I’d rather see a 50 year
old revival than a NEW show that has been stuck in a rut for
half a year with no end in sight no matter the premise).
 Break a leg, Dan!

https://www.tangents.org/musicals/the-spider-or-the-potter/
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/14/theater/spider-man-a-superlative-for-all-the-wrong-reasons.html?_r=1
https://www.usatoday.com/life/theater/news/2011-03-14-radcliffe14_CV_N.htm
https://www.usatoday.com/life/theater/news/2011-03-14-radcliffe14_CV_N.htm

